CONTENTS OF BIG FLAME JOURNAL AND REVOLUTIONARY SOCIALISM

BIG FLAME JOURNAL

No1. Winter 1974-75
Introduction
'We Won’t Pay': Women’s Struggles on Tower Hill [later reissued as a pamphlet]
Portugal: Workers Fight Back
Autonomy and the Social Struggle - members of East and West London Big Flame
Breaking the Contract: Shop Floor Power at Dagenham: - East London Big Flame
Dagenham Ford Group

No2. Winter 1975-76
What is Big Flame?
The Labour Government and the Class Struggle
Portugal
The Capitalist Crisis and the Working Class
Hospitals: Our Health is not for Sale

REVOLUTIONARY SOCIALISM

No1. July 1977
Comment
The Left in Crisis – Paul Thompson
Socialist Unity at Elections – John Howell
The Middle East: What Kind of Settlement – Mousa Hadidah
Portugal: The IMF, Social Democracy and the Right – Alvaro Miranda
Montoneros and the Liberation of Latin America – Christopher Roper
Review: Eli Zaretsky Capitalism and Personal Life - Max Farrar
Review: Stuart Holland The Socialist Challenge - Phil North
Review: Perry Anderson Considerations on Western Marxism – Peter Anderson

No2. Spring 1978
Comment
1968: Ten Years On – Peter Anderson
Youth Politics & Youth Culture – Paul Thompson
A Woman’s Right to Choose – Wendy Clarke
Black Autonomy in Class Struggle [uncredited but apparently written by John Howell based on a draft by someone else]
Trotskyism and the IS Tradition – Julian Harber
Review Article: Politics of Food – Charlie Clutterbuck
Review: Ralph Miliband Marxism and Politics – Anthony Arblaster
Review: Wolf Biermann Poems and Ballads – Ben Bailey
Review: Socialist Register 1977 – Paul Thompson
Statement of Aims

No3.
Some Call it an Advance – Collen Chesterman & Jill Hartman [on part time women workers]
Shop Stewards as Full Time Officials – Richard Hyman
Who will destroy this Paralysed monster? – Leo Panitch [on the Labour Party]
The Barcelona Urban Movement – David Clarke
The new ‘New Left’ in Italy – Peter Anderson
Letter: Abortion: What’s in a Slogan – Maria Black
Letter: A Reply - Sue Brennan

No4. Winter 1979-80
Editorial
Daily Life: Introduction – Lynne Segal
Living Your Politics: A Discussion of Collective Living ten Years On [round table discussion]
Coming down to Earth – Paul Holt [on Libertarian Experience 1972-76]
Health: Introduction – Sarah Martin
Popular Health: An Interview with two Community Health Workers
Health Care in China – Sheila Hillier
Local Organising: Introduction – Dave Musson
Islington – Chris Whitbread
Tyneside – Hilary Wainwright
Review: Selected Writings of Alexandra Kollantai – Julia South
Review: Huw Beynon & Hilary Wainwright Workers’ report on Vickers –Peter Anderson
Review: Two Revolutionary Novels – Charles Miller

No5. Summer 1980
Editorial
The Labour Party and Beyond: An Interview with Raymond Williams
Feminism and the Socialist Alternative – Wendy Clarke
The Lucas Aerospace Corporate Plan: An Interview with Mike Cooley
Crisis of the Revolutionary Left in Europe –Peter Anderson
Review Article – The Women’s Movement and the American New Left – Sheila Rowbotham
Letter: Coming up for Air: A Reply to ‘Coming Down to Earth’ – Peter Shipstone
Review Article: The Theory of State Collectivism – Hugo Radice

No6. Winter 1980-81
Editorial
What Future for Zimbabwe Now? – Greg Dropkin, Ben Lowe & John Waller
Women and the Russian Revolution – Alix Holt
Organising in the USA: An Interview with Barbara Ehrenreich
Sex and Class – Anne Phillips
The Labour Left: Can we meet the Challenge – Paul Holt
Review: Struggling against the State: Three New Contributions – Fergal O’Hanlon
Review: Michael Albert & Robin Hahnel Unorthodox Marxism – Mick Carpenter
Review: Andre Gorz Ecology as Politics- Chris Whitbread

No7. Summer 1981
A Woman is a Whole Person – Rayah Feldman [on Socialist Feminism and anti-Imperialism]
Spain: the Creeping Coup – Pep Subiros
In the Wings: Ideology and Organisation– Allen Hunter [on the New Right in the USA]
US Gays Fightback – Interview with Amber Hollibaugh
Review Article: **Fighting off those Inner City blues** – Dave Harding [on Andrew Friend & Andy Metcalf Slump City]
Review: Black People and the Health Service
Review: Nancy Chodorow The Reproduction of Mothering – Joanna Ryan
Review: Liam O’Dowd et al Northern Ireland: Between Civil Rights and Civil War – Dave Haines

**No8. Winter 1981-82**
Introducing Revolutionary Socialism
**Grass Roots in France** – Bernard Navacelles
**Riot and Revolution: politics of an Inner City** – Paul Holt
**SDP: Some Damn Party!** – Paul Thompson
**Solidarity sets Pace** – Jean-Yves Potel [on Solidarnosc]
**Interview with Wajda** [reprint of interview with film maker Andrzej Wajda]
Review: film Man of Iron – Jill Nicolls
Review: Elizabeth Wilson Only Half-Way to Paradise – Sarah Martin
Review: Michael Hales Living Thinkwork – Maria Flores
Review: Noreen Branson Poplarism 1919-25 – Pete Ayrton
Letter: Sex and the New Right – Wendy Clarke

**No9. Spring 1982**
**Keeping Transport Moving** – George Stephenson
**Banners & Babies in County Hall: Interview with Val Wise**
**Co-Ops: The Caring Sharing Cop-out?** – Dave Pelly
**Difficult Choices: The Men’s Movement in the 80’s** – Joe Interante
**Men against Male Violence** – Tom Jones
Review Article: **Personal Politics** – Dave Harding
**NATO banks on Poland** – Ben Lowe
**The Active Strike** – Zbigniew Kowalewski [reprint of article on Poland]
Review: Andrew Gamble Britain in Decline – Pete Ayrton
Review: Susan Griffin Pornography and Silence – Maria Flores
Review: Kate Young et al Of Marriage and the Market and Nawal El Saadawi The Hidden Face of Eve – Annie Neligan

**No10. Autumn 1982**
**Inner Lives: Therapy, Men and the Men’s Movement** – Interview with Paul Atkinson
**Moving: The Politics of the New Social Movements** – Pete Ayrton
**Israel in the Swamp of Lebanon: Interview with MATZPEN**
**US-Arab Collusion: Interview with Fred Halliday**
**Beyond Gender: Feminist Science Fiction** – Maria Flores
Review: Jeffrey Weeks Sex, Politics & Society – Dave Melba
Review: Luise Eichenbaum & Orbach Outside In ... Inside Out – Ros Kane
Review: Peter Segwick Psychopolitics – Sarah Martin
Review: Geoff Eley Troublesome Business – Jon Farley
Letter: Marshall Colman [reply to review]
Letter: T.Dupont [comment on article on co-ops]